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GAN review
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Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
Fake Data

True Data

GeneratorNoise

Discriminator
Fake
or
Real

[Goodfelow et al. NIPS 2014]
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The GAN Zoo – the LDA of deep learning!



Optimization for GANs



GAN and effective task-loss

 Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN):
 generator gives
 discriminator tries to distinguish

 let

 GAN (population) objective:

 if D non-parametric:  get 
 (KL-like) => no good!

 but D in practice has limited capacity (e.g. NN):
 => induces a meaningful task loss         !
 “parametric adversarial divergence”  [Huang et al. arxiv 2017]

[Goodfellow et al. NIPS 2014]



A Variational Inequality 
Perspective on GANs

Pascal
Vincent

Hugo 
Berard

Gauthier
Gidel

with:

[G. Gidel*, H. Berard*, Gaëtan Vignoud, P. Vincent, S. Lacoste-Julien, 
arXiv 2018 – to appear at ICLR 2019]



Optimization perspective of GAN

 Min-Max – two player (zero-sum) game:

 Min-max also called saddle point 
in math. programming

example: WGAN formulation:

generator 
params

discriminator params



More general...

 Non-zero sum game: different cost functions

(if , then zero-sum i.e. min-max)

 Example: non-saturating GAN:
(original working version from [Goodfellow et al. NIPS 14])

as noted by [Mescheder, Nowocin, Geiger; NIPS 17]...



Pet peeve from GAN literature...

 “Saddle points are hard to optimize”
 example from

Goodfellow NIPS 16 tutorial:
simple bilinear objective

 WGAN with linear discriminator
and generator:

http://www.inference.vc/my-notes-on-the-numerics-of-gans/



Standard methods from Math. Prog.

 But saddle points can be optimized!

- Blue: Standard gradient method.

- Orange: Alternating gradient method.

- Green: Gradient method with avg.  

- Purple: Extragradient method.

non-convergent

convergent

from variational inequality literature



GAN as a variational inequality

 new perspective on GANs
 based on stationary conditions
 relate to vast literature in math. opt. with standard algorithms

 stationary conditions for game:

 interpretation: each player can’t improve cost function



GAN as a variational inequality

 stationary conditions:

 rewrite as:

say “    solves the variational inequality”



GAN as a variational inequality

takeaways:
 GAN objective even with different 

cost functions for the 
discriminator and the generator,

 Can be formulated as a 
variational inequality.

 Can import to GANs standard 
variational inequality algorithms 
(+ make their stochastic 
extensions)

 With theoretical guarantees (at 
least for “convex” cost functions)



Convergent methods for V.I.

gradient 
method

with averaging
[Bruck 1977]

stochastic: [Nemirovski et 
al. 09]

extragradient 
method

[Korpelich 1976]
stochastic: [Juditsky et al. 

11]

- smaller variance



More into extragradient

Extragradient update:

Can be seen as first-order approximation of implicit scheme:



More into extragradient

Extragradient update:

Extrapolation from the past alternative (save factor of 2):

Equivalent to methods proposed in the online learning literature:
“optimistic mirror descent”

[Chiang et al. 2012], [Rakhlin & Sridharan 2013],..., [Daskalakis et al. 2018]



Bilinear stochastic experiment

bilinear stochastic objective:



Entering the deep learning hacks 



Extrapolation
(Adam style) 

Update
(Adam style) 



Sidenote: issue of noise in games...

Using variance reduction, were able to make GANs work with SGD!
See [Chavdarova et al., on arXiv hopefully soon!]



Experimental Results: WGAN on CIFAR10
Inception Score on CIFAR10

Extragradient Methods

Inception Score vs 
nb of generator updates

Averaging



Experimental Results: WGAN-GP on CIFAR10

Inception Score on CIFAR10

Extragradient Methods Averaging

Inception Score vs 
Time



Latest results

Frechet Inception Distance:



Discussion

 New framework called variational inequality to consider GAN objectives. 
 Tapped into the optimization literature to bring new techniques to train GANs
 With caveats:

 Averaging seems to consistently improve the inception score at convergence, 
 Extragradient looks to be more stable for step size tuning. 

 Just considered two standard algorithms. 
 Could design algorithm specific to GANs inspired from variational inequalities.

 current work: variance reduction!



Negative Momentum for 
Improved Game Dynamics

Gauthier Gidel*, Reyhane Askari Hemmat*, Mohammad Pezeshki, Gabriel 
Huang, Remi Lepriol, Simon Lacoste-Julien, Ioannis Mitliagkas

https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.04740
to appear at AISTATS 2019



Game dynamics are weird

fascinating



Start with optimization 
dynamics



Optimization

Smooth, differentiable cost function, L
→ Looking for stationary (fixed) points

(gradient is 0)
→ Gradient descent



Optimization

Conservative vector field
→ 

Straightforward dynamics



Gradient descent

Conservative vector field
→ 

Straightforward dynamics

Fixed-point analysis

Jacobian of operator

Hessian of objective, L



Local convergence

Jacobian of operator

Hessian of objective, L
Symmetric, real-eigenvalues

Eigenvalues of op. Jacobian

If ρ(θ*)=max |λ(θ*)|<1, then
fast local convergence



Momentum (heavy ball, Polyak 1964)

Jacobian of momentum operator

Non-symmetric, with complex eigenvalues
→ Rotations in augmented state-space 



Games



Games

Nash Equilibrium Smooth, differentiable L
→ Looking for local Nash equil.

→ Gradient descent
→ Simultaneous
→ Alternating



Game dynamics

Non-conservative vector field
→ 

Rotational dynamics



Game dynamics under gradient descent

Jacobian is non-symmetric, with complex 
eigenvalues → Rotations in decision space 

Games already demonstrate 
rotational dynamics.

Can momentum help/hurt??



Spoiler
Positive momentum can be bad for adversarial games

Recent work reduced 
the momentum.

-> Not an accident



Our results

Negative momentum is ‘’optimal’’on simple bilinear game

Negative momentum is empirically best for certain 
zero sum games like “saturating GANs’’  

Negative momentum values are locally preferrable near
0 on a more general class of games



Momentum on games

Fixed point operator requires a state augmentation:
(because we need previous iterate) 

Recall Polyak’s momentum (on top of simultaneous grad. desc.):



Bilinear game



“Proof by picture”
Gradient descent

→ 
Simultaneous

→ Alternating

Momentum
→ Positive
→ Negative



General games







Empirical results



What happens in practice ?

CIFAR-10: 



What happens in practice ?

Fashion MNIST: 



Negative Momentum

To sum up: 

● Negative momentum seems to improve the behaviour due to 

“bad” eigenvalues.

● ‘’Optimal’’ for a class of games

● Empirically optimal on “saturating” GANs



https://sgo-workshop.github.io/



Thank you!


